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The CH'I ID requires iOS 10.0 or later. Compatible with iPhone 5S, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6S, iPhone 6S Plus, iPhone SE (1st generation), iPhone 7, iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus, iPhone X, iPhone XS, iPhone XS Max, iPhone XR, iPhone 11, iPhone 11 Pro, iPhone 11 Pro Max, iPhone SE (2nd generation), iPhone 12 mini, iPhone 12,
iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone 12 Pro Max , iPad Air, iPad Air Wi-Fi - Mobile, iPad mini 2, iPad mini 2 Wi-Fi - Mobile, iPad Air 2, iPad Air 2 Wi-Fi - Mobile, iPad mini 3, iPad mini 3 Wi-Fi - Mobile, iPad mini 4, iPad mini 4 Wi-Fi - Mobile, iPad Pro (12.9 inches), iPad Pro (12.9 inches) Wi-Fi - Mobile, iPad Pro (9.7 inches), iPad Pro (9.7 inches) Wi-Fi - Mobile, iPad (5th
generation) , iPad Pro (5th generation) Wi-Fi - Mobile, iPad Pro (12.9 inches) (2nd generation), iPad Pro (12.9 inches) (2nd generation) Wi-Fi - Mobile, iPad Pro (10.5 inches), iPad Pro (10.5 inches) Wi-Fi - Mobile, iPad (6th generation), iPad (6th generation) Wi-Fi - Mobile, iPad Pro (11 inches), iPad Pro (11 inches) Wi-Fi - Mobile, iPad Pro (12.9 inches) (3rd
generation), iPad Pro (12.9 inches) (3rd generation) Wi-Fi , iPad mini (5th generation), iPad mini (5th generation) Wi-Fi - Mobile, iPad Air (3rd generation), iPad Air (3rd generation) Wi-Fi - Mobile, iPad (7th generation), iPad (7th generation) Wi-Fi - Mobile, iPad Pro (11 inches) (2nd generation), iPad Pro (11 inches) (2nd generation) Wi-Fi - Mobile, iPad Pro
(12.9 inches) (4th generation), iPad Pro (12.9 inches) (4th generation) Wi-Fi - Mobile, iPad Air (4th generation), iPad Air (4th generation) Wi-Fi , iPad (8th generation), iPad (8th generation) Wi-Fi - Mobile and iPod touch. Candy Camera is a photo app that allows you to add a touch of style to your photos, as it offers you a wide range of filter, frame and
adhesive options. The most interesting thing about Candy Camera is that you can see, in real time, how some of the different filters it provides will be without having to take the photo. You just have to slide your finger along the screen to browse through the different filters available. Once you take the photo, of course, you will have even more possibilities at
your disposal. You will find all kinds of stickers to decorate photos, as well as different frames and post-processing filters. Candy Camera is a relatively good application. While it was designed along Instagram lines, and in many ways is better than Instagram in terms of editing and customizing photos, it doesn't have an integrated social network. So, you can
share your photos on Twitter or similar networks. Uptodown is currently under maintenance. We will be back soon. JP-brothers, Inc.PhotographySee take a selfie! With Candy Camera's embellished filters and silent mode, you can take nice selfies and at any time! Don't miss candy camera's incredible filters – 7,000,000 people taking selfies with Candy
Camera every day!★ filters for SelfiesA wide range of filters, designed specifically for selfies – Each Candy Camera filter will make your skin look amazing! Swipe left and right to switch between filters and find the perfect beautify filter for a selfie! Candy Camera filters are shown in real time while taking a selfie,So you always look and feel beautiful with Candy
Camera filters!★ Beauty featuresIn addition to the filter camera, there are additional editing tools for the perfect selfie -Slimming, whitening, concealer, lipstick, fard, eyeliner, mascara! Edit or use makeup stickers to look beautiful in all your selfies. Candy Camera is the latest beauty tool for selfies!★ StickersStickers for every season, occasion and trend!
Decorate your selfie with Candy Camera's huge sticker collection - New stickers are added to Candy Camera with each update! You can find cute stickers for your selfies and artistic ones for your photography. Each sticker can be easily resized and moved using multi-touch!★ Silent CameraTake silent selfies, snapshots or photography wherever you go!
Candy Camera silent mode can be used for any occasion -Never be embarrassed to take a selfie, the camera is silent!★ CollageI take more photos for a collage! Choose from many different grids and styles –Taking selfies with Candy Camera collage mode, you'll feel like you're in a photo booth with filters. Enjoy taking selfies with your friends!
PERMISSIONS- CAMERA: Take photos and videos ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION: Adding geographic tags in photos RECORD_AUDIO: Audio recording during READ_PHONE_STATE videos: CandyCall membership with phone number READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE: Edit photos from SD card WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE: Save photos to SD
cardTo have more fun with Candy Camera, follow us! Facebook: and bugs correct Candy camera is one of the good photo tools, available in Google Play. develop this application in order to give the other good choice for those who want to have the big result when taking a selfie photo. With user response, Candy Camera – selfies, beauty camera, latest
photo editor APK 5.4.69 (61337) is one of the best apps to download. Yes, this application is good because it has 4.4 stars in user rating. The rating score shows that this application is good and becoming the favorite Users. I'm sure you could compare it as the best application within your smartphone. Candy Camera File Information Last updated: August 22,
2020 Developer: JP Brothers, Inc. Version: 5.4.69 (61337) Requirement: Varies with device file size: 35.6 MB Loaded: August August 2020 at 10:11 GMT-07 MD5: 9d716225e590eba5b7737807d5c1372 SHA1: 89e3e0cef2bae1f79ed0ed6e4939ce46bb87b740 Available on Google Play: Install from Google Play Candy Camera review This app is beautiful
from the combination of sleek design and full features. The camera features will be great to help you get the best result in your selfie photo. Now, let's see some detail features of this application through the review below. Stylish and friendly interface The selfie app is beautiful with a sleek and friendly interface. The app interface is good for light and color
combination. With the use of color, of course, people will be happy to work to edit the selfie photo they took. Within the app, there are many different features, which will be useful to beautify the appearance of your selfie photo as google camera app. However, the developer arranges the feature neatly, so that users will be easier at finding the type of features
they need to edit the photo. Many choices of photo filters What make this application special is the choice of filters. The types of filters are great for changing the color composition of your selfie photo, so you can make your photo look amazing! To use the photo filter, you just have to swipe left to the photo and choose the best filter, however you want. Some
nice features The application is also great with the beauty feature type. There are some types of additional editing tools, which will be nice to get the perfect selfie. So, you can also add some special features to beautify your face, such as skin whitening, adding concealer, using lipstick, and others. The silent camera A simple but important feature of the app is
the silent camera. Here, you could turn off the sound of the camera. Of course, the silent camera feature doesn't bother you when you're taking a picture in the crowd. Pros: Full features and filters Easy to use Stylish and friendly interface Cons: Delay in some smartphone devices How to use the app It is simple when you want to use the camera. You could
install this application. Then, after installation, open the application and set it as the default camera to take the photo. After capturing the selfie photo, you can edit it by choosing the photo filter. Swipe left on the display to choose the best filter. So, you can also show off your editing skills by combining some features there. ChangeLog Fixed service and fixed
bugs. Download Candy Camera Play hot issue app Google selection for the first time in a day. United Kingdom, France, Spain, Germany Austria, Russia, Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan Recommended Google app store. The 10 million downloads in the newly reviewed 5-month version. 1.6 million days of active users, 9 million sessions a day Take a
photo more easily, more convenient and !?? . Real-time filter that does not a post-correction filter of over 30 excited and unique filters? Beautiful skin filter specifically for selfies?. Easy and convenient editing Adjustable brightness, contrast, saturation, resolution Cut and rotate Mosaic Lomo Out of Focus effect. Beauty feature that is a touch of distance
whitening removal effect Blemish Removal Make up – Eyelines, eyelashes, slimming effect fard functions – Live pixel, natural slim effect?? Decorate the pictures of my story. Add sensitivity to your photos with light effects! About 100 different types of frames to make your photo fashionable! My unique photo with a variety of designer concept stickers! Size :
21M Current version : 1.38 Requires Android : 2.3.3 and on
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